Dricon
Intermediate Bulk Container

Overview

A Dry Smooth Wall Intermediate Bulk Container (IBC). The CHEP Pallecon Solutions 1200 x 800
mm Dricon container is a foldable Intermediate Bulk Container providing strength for the safe
handling of heterogeneous and fragile merchandise during warehousing, transportation and delivery.
Smooth inner & outer walls make this container ideal for hygienic environments and suitable for
Food Grade products. Half-fold gates allow for easy access to contents. Available with an optional
shelf to help protect more fragile products, and an optional lid to provide security and further product
protection.

Features and Benefits

Specifications

The reusable heavy duty folding plastic container helps
reduce product damage, is fast and to easy to assemble and
reduces storage requirements due to high load capacity in
static storage
The smooth walls improve hygiene standards, are easy to
clean and are impervious to moisture
The 3:1 fold down ratio saves costs on the space required for
transport and storage
The optional shelf supports product in the top half of the
container, while protecting product in the bottom half, while
the optional lid protects products in storage/transit
Adjacent fold-down side doors make it easy access to
product, and improves load and unload time
Optimised wall height enables full vehicle cube utilisation to
optimise transport costs for product shipments

Dimensions - in millimeters

External
Internal
Folded

Notes

Length
1200
1120
1200

Materials
Width
800
720
800

Height
805
660
298

Nominal Capacity and Weight
Maximum capacity
Maximum load weight
Tare Weight

565 ltrs 0.57 m3
500 kgs
45.2 kgs

Maximum load is 500 kgs for Container, 250 kgs on the Shelf
The optional lid weighs 7.3 kgs and the shelf 10 kgs.
Configuration and Stacking
Stacked layers in transit when open
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Temperature Range
Minimum / Maximum
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-20 °C / 40 °C

High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) 100% Recyclable
Handling
Suitable to rack in either direction (1200 mm or 800 mm)
using standard racking systems
Ensure the DRICON is fully supported by the racking system
Ensure that all doors and side panels are secured in their
closed position.
Options and Accessories
Lid (CHEP Code 4141), Shelf (CHEP Code 4142)
CHEP Code
04140 - Dricon

